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PART ONE: INTRODUCTION
Purpose
The purpose of this work is to recommend actions that further the missional purpose of St. Andrew
Presbyterian Church. A congregational diagnosis Planning Day, conducted on January 27, 2019, began
by assessing the current status of the church through discussion within nine table groups. Based on the
initial assessment, the table teams recommended which characteristics were the best candidates for
improvement and provided more detailed comments describing ideas and issues. In the weeks that
followed, representatives of Planning Day team formed the Missional Planning Team (MPT). This team
continued the work, extending the diagnostic data into which strengths are most important to expand
or add and in what way it might be done.
Three questions underlie this process:
1. Where are we going? What is the reason for our existence and our missional purpose?
2. Where are we? What is the status of the congregation and the community?
3. How is it going? How effective is the current ministry of and through the congregation?
This is a beginning analysis. It does not purport to answer these questions fully or completely.
However, it is aimed at intentionally moving forward from where we are today.
Deliverables
The Missional Planning Team (MPT) was charged with receiving the diagnostic input from the
Congregational Planning Day, interpreting and expanding that diagnosis, and delivering
recommendations to Session. The MPT is composed of one representative from each of the 9 table
teams on Planning Day (plus facilitators). The process is designed for transparency, and the MPT intends
for this report to provide Session with enough background to evaluate, revise, and implement those
recommendations approved.
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PART TWO: VISION OVERVIEW
Current mission/purpose statement: The purpose of St. Andrew Presbyterian Church is to be the body of
Christ, living in Christ’s love and serving as Christ served.

What is a Vision Statement (Desired End-State): A one-sentence statement [or few statements]
describing the clear and inspirational long-term desired change resulting from an organization
or program’s work.1
The vision statement answers the following questions:2
•
•
•
•

Who are we?
Where does God want to use us?
What do we want this church to look like?
Where do we want to be 1, 5, 10 years from now?

A vision thus describes how our congregation and church might look in the future, with specific
attention to change – and founded on a dynamic, Christ-centered church nurturing all ages.
For St. Andrew, the Missional Planning Team offers the following draft vision statement, not to
be accepted as it is, but as a challenge to build a statement that better describes our hopes and
prayers as we anticipate the future. This vision statement suggests three improving aspects:
the joys of our internal relationships, the Christ-centered core of our belief, and the focus of
our service on the community. As the vision is improved, a more specific mission statement
might be derived as well.

Draft Vision Statement for St. Andrew Presbyterian Church
Christ Centered – Community Focused
We welcome all into our loving, laughing, learning church, living in harmony.
We interact believing that Jesus set an example of service that we are to follow.
We focus outward in service to God and community.

See Appendix B for alternatives to this vision statement wording.

1
2

https://smartchurchmanagement.com/church-vision-mission-and-values-statement/. 5/6/19
Ibid.
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PART THREE: DIAGNOSIS & STRENGTH FOCUS
DISCOVERY METHOD
Planning Day was Saturday, January 27, 2019. Fifty-two congregational members gathered early and
formed into 9 table teams to conduct the process defined by Nel and Callahan3, with approximately 60
members participating in various ways throughout the day. This process, largely based on a framework
developed by Callahan4 in his book on effective churches, provides step-by-step evaluations. The
workbook was modified for St. Andrew to contain unique revisions and extensive background data to
better inform table team discussions. Copies of this workbook are available. Following completion of
the Planning Day, the resulting data was passed to a Missional Planning Team (MPT) to further develop
recommendations based on the data.

Defining Strengths
The strengths we have at St. Andrew are God’s gift to our congregation. The programs we do well
currently are assets that serve as a basis for growth and missional outreach.
Kennan Callahan proposed that important strengths could be represented by twelve key ministry
characteristics (Keys) that he observed in his consulting with hundreds of successful churches. They
serve as a basis for assessing our own strengths. These are not necessarily the only features of a
successful church, but they serve as a starting framework for our work. The twelve keys are shown in
the below table.
3

Nel, Malan and Kennon Callahan (1987, 2001). Ministry in and by Missional Congregations: Congregational
Diagnosis, the Workbook (V2) Kitskopie. Published in U.S. by Harper Collins, San Francisco. (Edited 2019 by Daniel
deBeer; keys 5 and 6 are revised for use in this diagnosis.)
4
Callahan, Kennon (2010). Twelve Keys to an Effective Church; Strong, Healthy Congregations Living in the Grace
of God (2e) Jossey-Bass; A Wiley Imprint, San Francisco.
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KEY MINISTRY CHARACTERISTICS
Twelve Keys to an Effective Church

1.

Relational Characteristics5

Functional Characteristics

(Sources of Satisfaction)

(Sources of Dissatisfaction)

One mission outreach

7.

One major program

8.

Open accessibility

9.

High visibility

10
.
11
.
12
.

Land, landscaping

by congregation in community

2.

Shepherding visitation

3.

Stirring, helpful worship

4.

Significant relational groupings

among best in community

in congregation and community

in location and people

grace centered, well done
home, roots, place, belongs

5.

Teaching/Faith Development and
Youth Ministry

6.

Leadership and Decision Making
resources; structure, participation

in location and people
and parking

Adequate space and facilities
spacious, well cared for

Generous giving
solid financial resources

These keys are not defined further here. However, while their titles are somewhat self-describing, the
specific criteria used for rating each key can be found in the later “Analysis and Recommendations”
section. More detailed descriptions can be found in the Callahan book or in the Nel workbook as well.
Knowing the relative importance of each key is important to overall interpretation. Four aspects are
noted.
1. Relational Keys – The first six keys, the relational keys, bring more potential than the second six,
the functional keys.
2. Sources of Satisfaction – The relational keys are sources of satisfaction: the better the key, the
more satisfaction and effectiveness, almost without limit. A better worship service, for
example, almost always increases satisfaction and effectiveness, regardless of where one starts.
3. Sources of Dissatisfaction – In contrast, the functional keys are sources of dissatisfaction: if
below a needed level, there is dissatisfaction, perhaps major, but improving beyond the needed
level brings little benefit. While having insufficient parking creates dissatisfaction and havoc
among those attending worship or church events, having excessive parking has little benefit.
4. Earlier Keys – Further, in general, the earlier keys are more important than later keys. It is more
important to having a stirring, helpful worship than adequate parking. It is even more important
to have shepherding visitation than good leadership and decision making. All are important, but
their contribution to overall mission varies. (Note: Key 12 Solid Financial Resources and
Generous Giving has been seen by some as a weakness, given the high cost of the building.
However, the plan is that as St. Andrew grows its mission by expanding/adding the following
keys, the generous support will increase.)

5

Nel, Malan and Kennon Callahan (1987, 2001, 2016). Ministry in and by Missional Congregations: Congregational
Diagnosis, the Workbook (V2) Kitskopie. Published in U.S. by Harper & Row. Keys 5 and 6 are revised as used here.
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Finding Strengths
Because we want to continue to grow and improve, the table teams used the workbook to asses each of
the 12 keys in turn. The workbook included background definitions, church data, and a Rating Guide
defining the basis for evaluating a Key. Individuals at the table conducted a discussion first in pairs,
ensuring understanding of the terms and concepts, and rated each aspect of the key to provide an
overall rating. The pairs then came together as a table team, comparing ratings and determining the
most appropriate rating for the key. Further, each table team was asked to comment on any “excellent
ideas, good suggestions, or key issues” with respect to the Key. The numeric rating was important to
deriving an overall evaluation and the comments to fleshing out what was observed.
The table teams turned in the overall rating for the Key and any comments associated with the Key on
“blue sheets.” The blue sheet data was compiled as the workshop continued. When the workshop had
completed its rating of all keys, overall averages were reported. All teams together then selected keys
now identified as strengths to be expanded or made stronger and any keys to be added as improvement
that would make them into a future strength.

Identifying Status and Sustainability
Where do we see our status as of today? One initial self-assessment provides insight, the sustainability
questionnaire. Thirty-two individuals on Planning Day evaluated the growth and stability of St. Andrew.
Based on the pioneering work of Dan Dick6, the Nel workbook provided a self-evaluation questionnaire
to assess what Dick called “sustainability”. (The questionnaire is reproduced in the Addendum 1 of the
workbook.) Sustainability is the combination of the growth and internal stability that depicts the
trajectory of the church. From his work, Dick cast churches into one of four quadrants based on their
trajectory. In reporting on 719 congregations in 2007, Dick found that churches were in one of four
places: (1) vital – 10% were stable and growing, fully occupied doing the work of Christ, (2) dystrophic –
33% were growing, but unstable where growth for growth sake was actually weakening the church, (3)
decaying – 50% were declining and unstable, and often near crisis, and (4) retrogressive – 7% were
declining and stable where the church had narrowed its focus to become more effective with fewer
services and programs.
Sustainability suggests a recent trajectory that if unchanged, is likely to continue. Thus, knowing where
momentum carries us is important. But so is knowing we always have choices.

DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS
Sustainability Results
Based on our self-assessment questionnaire, a scatter diagram, “Status of St. Andrew Missional
Direction,” depicts how Planning Day participants viewed current church status.

6

Dick, Dan R. (2007). Vital Signs: A Pathway to Congregational Wholeness, Disciple Resources, Nashville
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STATUS OF ST. ANDREW MISSIONAL DIRECTION
as self-evaluated by 32 attendees of the Congregational Diagnostic Workshop

Compare to 719 U. S. churches7 for same questionnaire and quadrants in 2007:

1. Vital (10%) – busy with work of Christ; vigorous stable growth
2. Dystrophic (33%) – growing, but unstable; unsustainable “weak”
foundations
3. Decaying (50%) – unsustainable in growth and stability
4. Retrogressive (7%) – declining as programs are consolidated, but
improving stability
The self-evaluation shows almost 70% of the Planning Day participants completing the questionnaire
placed St. Andrew in the third quadrant. That is, our most recent trajectory is of decline and instability,
not sustainability. Six questionnaires came in subsequently, and all of those landed in the 3rd quadrant
too. That status is probably no surprise to most St. Andrew congregants – we have experienced
tumultuous recent years of angst and concern during building construction – but it is important to
differentiate between recent trajectory and future likelihood. To be sure, if nothing changes there could
be crisis, but we are past that period and change now occurs. The question is not where we have been.
It is where are we now and how do we want to move forward? However, Nel warns us, “pretending it
isn’t real and isn’t serious is not an option.” Rather, this preponderance of responses in the “decaying
quadrant” suggests that the St. Andrew congregation must carefully consider the missional direction
ahead. It is the future, not the past.

7

Dick, Dan (2007).
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Strength Results
Each key was rated by the individual table teams on Planning Day. The perceived strength of each Key in
our church is displayed below.

KEY MINISTRY CHARACTERISTICS8
Twelve Keys to an Effective Church

Relational Characteristics

Functional Characteristics

(Sources of Satisfaction)

(Sources of Dissatisfaction)

1.

One mission outreach

2.

Shepherding visitation

3.

Stirring, helpful worship

4.

Significant relational groupings

7.

One major program

8.

Open accessibility

9.

High visibility

10
.
11
.
12
.

Land, landscaping

by congregation in community

among best in community

in congregation and community

in location and people

grace centered, well done

in location and people

home, roots, place, belongs

5.

Teaching/Faith Development and
Youth Ministry

6.

Leadership and Decision Making
resources; structure, participation

and parking

Adequate space and facilities
spacious, well cared for

Generous giving
solid financial resources

ST. ANDREW KEY STRENGTH RATINGS9

Rating 1 to 10

MAX-AVERAGE-MIN TABLE RATINGS
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Ministry Key
Strengths are ratings of 8 or more on Planning Day
Bar top = Maximum rating by a table team
Bar bottom = Minimum rating by a table team
Bullet point = Average rating of all 9 table teams

This schematic looks at the maximum/minimum and average ratings from the nine table teams. The
average represents the main rating, but the longer line or wider dispersion between the maximum and
8
9

Callahan (2010). .
Nel, Malan and Kennon Callahan (1987, 2001, 2016). Ratings of congregational diagnostic used this workbook.
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minimum represents less agreement between teams. The differences from key to key appear small, but
this is to be expected since outlier opinions are submerged by the pair and full team evaluations.
Callahan observed in his work that a rating of eight or more could be considered a strength.
In our results, 7 are identified as strengths (3, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12). Of these, only 2 are relational. Recall
Callahan suggested the effective church could expect to see at least 9 strengths, 5 of which are
relational. Again, recall Callahan’s point. One must build on strengths, where God has already
bestowed gifts. We can now see strengths and importantly, near-strengths. These offer opportunity.
A base premise is that we build on strengths. Table teams were thus asked to suggest 1-2 strengths we
might best expand and 1-2 near-strengths we might hope to add as strengths.
The sub-group Missional Planning Team concurred with the table teams, choosing to expand our
existing strengths of Keys 3 and 5, and choosing to build on Key 1 both because it is close to a strength
and because it will help us grow as a church family.

STRENGTHS SELECTED FOR EXPANSION OR ADDITION
by number of tables teams selecting
Number of
tables

Key Ministry Characteristic

Add (8)

1

One mission outreach

Expand (6)

3

Stirring, helpful worship

Expand (6)

5

Teaching / Faith development and Youth ministry

Add (3)

2

Shepherding visitation

Add (3)

4

Significant relational groups

Total of nine table teams selected keys to expand or add as strengths. Strengths
circled in red are the immediate focus of this diagnosis.

Rating 1 to 10

MAX-AVERAGE-MIN TABLE RATINGS
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Ministry Key
With the selection of Keys to expand and add, the MPT begins development of recommendations.
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PART FOUR: ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The MPT used the selected Keys to develop recommended priorities. The method used was for people
to pair up and re-read each comment from the Planning Day related to selected Keys. These MPT pairs
then turned each comment for Keys 1 and 3 into the format of Stories. MPT members selected
priorities, with the top-rated Stories and Comments forming the basis of our recommendations.

BLUE SHEETS
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On the Planning Day, as each table team concluded their evaluation of a key ministry, they were asked
to write not only their evaluation, but also excellent ideas, good suggestions, and identified issues that
reflected potential action on a key. These we collectively refer to as the “blue sheets.”
The blue sheet comments are the basis for the MPT recommendations. In order to compare and group
these comments, we converted comments for keys of interest into what we called “Stories.” A Story is a
comment formatted into a standard sequence. The initial intent was to do this with Keys 1 and 3. The
MPT decided to also include work for Key 5 in this report, streamlining the process by using the original
comments, not turning those into Stories.

Story Formatting
The table teams identified opportunities and issues and then submitted them as comments for each Key
ministry on Planning Day. The “Story” format is a conversion of a comment into a standardized
sequence. The sequence has three parts: (1) As a ____, (2) I want _____ (3) so that _____. These
represent three aspects of a need
1. Role – As a person in a role (worshipper, neighbor, new attendee, staff), this is what I see.
2. Need – In this role, here is what I want or need
3. Reason – Here is the purpose served and why it fulfills my need or want
Therefore, if a comment suggests we should open our Multi-Purpose room to outsiders, a restatement
as a story might portray it this way;
As a neighbor, I want to use the St. Andrew multi-purpose room so that I can have a large family
reunion that otherwise I could not afford.
It is not that this precise statement is necessarily exactly what is desired. But rather this statement
represents the kind of need served and for whom. For strengths selected for expansion or addition, the
MPT restates all comments into Story format. The Story format allows comparison and grouping among
similar Stories within a Key characteristic. When the Stories are compared, those thought to contribute
most to strengthening a key ministry characteristic are identified as “top Stories” by the Missional
Planning Team and more vigorously screened.
The top Stories developed for each selected Key characteristic are summarized in turn below.

Top Stories Developed for Keys 3, 5, and 1
Each top Story is more rigorously screened by judging its potential for improving the dimensions
described in the “Rating Guide” for that key. These dimensions are the specific traits of a key, first used
as the criteria on Planning Day to assess its strength and now to find which Stories can most contribute
to further improvement. A top Story is accepted as the basis for MPT recommendations.
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Two Strengths to be Expanded
Two key ministry characteristics are selected as strengths to expand. Each is already an existing strength
upon which we choose to build. The two are Key 3, Helpful, Stirring Worship, and Key 5, Teaching/Faith
Development and Youth Ministry. Each is listed with the Rating Guide criteria and the proposed top
stories. All Stories for Keys 1 and 3 and Comments for Key 5 are included in this document. While the
MPT did not do further screening, once a subsequent team is assigned to the do the work, they can do
more screening of the Stories not selected as a top Story.

Key 3 – Helpful, Stirring Worship (expand)
Key 3 was identified as a key to be expanded. Table teams evaluated this Key based equally on the four
aspects of the Rating Guide summarized in the below table.
Rating Guide 3: Inspirational, dynamic and help-giving worship
1.
2.
3.
4.

Warm worship. Our worship is warm, winsome, and welcoming.
Inspiring music. Our music is inspiring and dynamic.
Helpful preaching. The preaching is helpful and hopeful.
Inspiring worship. Our worship inspires us, with balance, power, and movement in styles that
moves us toward service to God and his world.

When processing comments gathered by table teams on the workshop day, the MPT found the
comments fell into the following categories for Key 3:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Worship quality / variety
Info/opportunities
Music/sound
Message
Hospitality/guidance

1. Worship quality / variety
Recommendation A: Contemporary worship service
Selected story:
As a member, I want a new contemporary service so that visitors and members can select the style of
worship they feel comfortable with.
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All “Worship quality / variety” stories within Key 3
As A worshipper, I want satellite locations so that I can worship even if I have difficult getting to St. Andrew on
Sunday mornings.
As a participant, I want worship services that make use of the AV capabilities in the sanctuary so that there is more
variety during the service that will keep me engaged.
As a visitor, I want different and varied worship approaches, so that there are choices for how to worship.
As a member, I want a new contemporary service so that visitors and members can select the style of worship
they feel comfortable with
As a session member, I want alternative worship times so that those that work Sundays, have sports commitments
and/or other youth commitments can worship at a time that works for them.
As a participant, I want outdoor services offered seasonally so that I have diversity in worship.
As a member, I want outdoor services offered seasonally, so that we have a as a mechanism to engage youth in
worship planning.
As a member, I want each Sunday service to inspire all ages, so that when we walk out the doors, everyone is
energized and dedicated to sharing our St Andrew spark throughout our community.

2. Info/opportunities
Recommendation B: Visible programs
Selected story:
As a non-member, I want to know about all the programs so that I can share these programs on social
media with all my friends.
All “Info/opportunities” stories within Characteristic 3
As a non- member, I want to know about all the programs so that I can share these programs on social media
with all my friends.
As a worshipper, I want St. Andrew to identify my skills and find a way to put them to use so that I may serve my
church as a sprinter, given that I would like to contribute my distinct interests and abilities.
As a neighbor, I want to see and hear advertising about St. Andrew so that I have an awareness of what activities I
can join.
As a staff member, I want Adult Ed programming to offer biannual workshops training people to be worship
leaders, greeters, ushers and hospitality specialists so that we have a steady flow of volunteers.
As a staff member, I want a list of contacts whom I can reach out to re. specific mission needs so that I can ask for
help in areas they've designated they desire to serve and use their spiritual gifts.
As a member, I want to help another member with mental health challenges so that s/he can get the help s/he
deserves.
As a non-member, I want to provide my feedback to church leadership given my experience as a musician so that
this great church can continue to grow both musically and by members.
As a member, I want our church members to align with our new mission at our new church many members can
move on from our former church dynamics.
As a member, I want to know how we connect with newcomers so that everyone has the same information.
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3. Music/sound
Recommendation C: Varied music
Selected story:
As a worshipper, I want different and varied music selections so that different people will be interested
in visiting and participating in our worship services.
All “Music/sound” stories within Key 3
As a worshipper, I want to emphasize the recruitment of singers so that we enhance the quality of the choir and
the worship experience for those with an appreciation of music.
As a worshipper, I want to see changes in the music we experience each week so that my worship experience is
improved through a variety of music.
As a worshipper, I want no 'dead spots' for high quality sound in the sanctuary so that I can fully participate in all
aspects of the service.
As a worshipper, I want different and varied music selections so that I am inspired and exposed to more
contemporary music.
As a staff member, I want suggestions on a few praise worship/contemporary songs we can sing seasonally
worshippers are familiar with songs and can lift up their voices and new people may attend.
As a worshipper, I want more uplifting organ music so that I feel energized.
As a member, I want a variety of music so that different people will be interested in visiting and participating in our
worship services.

4. Message
Recommendation D: Sermons that inspire
Selected story:
As a worshipper, I want sermons that inspire me to reflect and be challenged so that I can grow in my
faith and my Christian behavior.
All “Message” stories within Characteristic 3
As a worshipper, I want to continue Bible-based preaching so that pastors can help me connect the Bible to my
everyday life.
As a worshipper, I want the pastors to cut 5 minutes from each sermon so that I can see if Danie is paying attention
here.
As a worshipper, I want sermons that inspire me to reflect and be challenged so that I can grow in my faith and
my Christian behavior.
As a member, I want the prompts on the connection card to guide me through the sermon or the announcements
so that I retain the key points for daily application
As a worshipper, I want more spiritual inspiration so that so that people take Jesus word with them during the
week.
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5. Hospitality/guidance
Recommendation E: Connection to community when not present (example: live streaming
sermons)
Selected story:
As a worshipper, I want to be reached out to when I am unable to attend service or have it online so that
I remain a part of my faith community and continue to grow in my faith.
All “Hospitality/guidance” stories within Key 3
As a worshipper, I want to be reached out to when I am unable to attend service or have it online so that I
remain a part of my faith community and continue to grow in my faith.
As a worshipper, I want the ushers to guide communion so that there are less directives from the pulpit that
disrupt the sacredness of communion.
As a pastor, I want the ushers to guide communion so that there is more meaningful involvement by the
congregation.
As a visitor, I want to be guided by ushers from the front doors to the sanctuary so that I know what to do with my
coat and my kids.
As a visitor, I want to be guided by ushers through communion so that rather than focus on the instructions, I can
focus on the sacrament.
As a visitor, I want to be welcomed and inspired to return by friendly smiles and inspiring sermons so that I will be
excited to return and encouraged to grow in my faith.
As a new member, I want to be given a list of groups/ways to plug in and serve so that I can grow in fellowship,
spirituality, community and can share my own gifts.
As a worshipper, I want to be connected with others in my neighborhood so that we can be in small groups
together, help one another, reach out to others in need w/in our area.
As a worshipper, I want to have more time to think about the Connection Card so that I have time to contemplate
my actions and so it is more meaningful to me.
As a session member, I want ushers to stay and greet late-comers and not join worship until 15 minutes into the
service, so that our most vulnerable visitors feel welcomed.

6. Music & Worship: From Key 1 aligning with Key 3
Recommendation F: Place a high value on meaningful and joyful worship
Selected story:
As a worshipper, I want to worship in a church community that highly values worship and strives to
make it meaningful and joyful.
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All “Music & Worship” stories within Key 1
As a worshipper, I want to worship in a church community that highly values worship and strives to make it
meaningful and joyful so that I am part of a growing worshipping community.
As a visitor, I want music that invites me to participate so that I know what to expect next time.
As a worshipper, I want more contemporary and modern music to emphasize the energy I feel after the sermon so
that the excitement of the message and mission of SA can be more easily shared.
As a worshipper, I want options for different time and styles for worship so that I can connect to SA mission in
ways most meaningful to me.
As a worshipper, I want to see an expanded music program so that I can sing easier songs and focus on the
WORSHIP and less on how/what to sing.
As a worshipper, I want to see contemporary Christian music incorporated into the service so that we can attract
more people with familiar songs.
As a worshipper, I want sermons and worship services streamed and online so that I can watch from home/the
hospital/while traveling.
As a worshipper, I want more contemporary and modern music to emphasize / amplify the energy I feel after the
sermon so that the excitement of the message and mission of St. Andrew can be more easily shared.

Key 5: Teaching/Faith Development and Youth Ministry (Expand)
Key ministry characteristic 5 is also selected as a strength to expand. Like Key 3, Key 5 is a strength
already existing upon which to build. Table teams evaluated this Key based on these four aspects of the
Rating Guide as shown in the below table.
Rating Guide 5: Teaching/Faith Development & Youth Ministry
1. Parents are Motivated. Parents are motivated and equipped for faith development of their
children.
2. Educators are Equipped. Leaders are motivated and equipped for faith development of
children and adolescence.
3. Youth are Ministered. Youth of all ages are ministered to in an age-appropriate way.
4. Pastors Prepare Us. Pastors prepare us for ministry in this world.
For Key 5, we did not reshape the table team comments as stories. We categorized and prioritized them
largely “as is.” (We recommend consideration of revisiting Key 5 with the opportunity to write more
stories and clarify priorities.)
When processing comments gathered by table teams on the workshop day, the MPT found the
comments fell into the following categories for Key 5:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Embracing differences
Parent involvement
Involvement of Youth
Generational Ministry
Staff support
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Note that again these represent all the categories, so all table team comments are in the charts below

1. Embracing differences
Recommendation G: Youth ministry/Faith Development adult training for reaching out to
those who are different
Selected table team comment:
Adolescents involved with Basic & ETC can feel excluded when they are different - Adults involved need
to be trained to reach out to those who are different
All “Embracing differences” comments within Key 5
Adolescents involved with Basic & ETC can feel excluded when they are different - Adults involved need to be
trained to reach out to those who are different
Make accommodations for people with special needs
is transportation a barrier to participation?

2. Parent involvement
Recommendation H: More help for parents in faith development
Selected table team comment:
More help for parents in faith development
All “Parent involvement” comments within Key 5
More help for parents in faith development
increased equipping & motivation of parents by staff -- what to do at home
have families help lead groups for other families with Heather how to keep kids engaged
training for parents have not been well-received
Guatemala trips, FSC, Pittsburgh trips, have been good for parents
The only component that took the score down was question about parents being prepared - love kids’ programs
leverage small groups relations for equipping parents in guiding children in faith development

3. Involvement of Youth
Recommendation I: Infusion of new ideas in youth ministry
Selected table team comment:
Consider infusion of new ideas in youth ministry
All “Involvement of Youth” comments within Key 5
Consider infusion of new ideas in youth ministry
Make Rm 128 welcoming with mats, toys for mothers/fathers to take kids into when best
connection card always have one option for kids/youth
reputation is one of our strengths in children / youth ministry and is very important
having children lead worship (as singing for choir) teaches them
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4. Generational Ministry
Recommendation J: College age and young adults in church programs
Selected table team comment:
Try to involve college age and young adults in church programs
All “Generational Ministry” comments within Key 5
Try to involve college age and young adults in church programs
we need more ministry for college and young adults
college kids? Young professionals? Lacking
why is our % of adults at adult ed / worship so small?

5. Staff support
Recommendation K: Communication of teen learning
Selected table team comment:
Help church communicate teen learning in ETC and BASIC
All “Staff support” comments within Key 5
Help church communicate teen learning in ETC and BASIC
Sunday school staff needs more support
lots of competition for kids’ time
is the age range of Spark too great in terms of programming? Should we do more for 3rd - 6th grade
be aware of the activities going on

6. Youth / Family Ministry: Generated in Key 1 aligning with Key 5
Recommendation L: Clear invitation to visitors to participate in Youth/Family ministries and
Faith Development
Selected story:
As a member, I want intentional, invitational and visible generational (youth and adult) ministries so that
members and visitors can choose to be involved with age-alike people as they affirm their faith and
grow in ministry.
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All “Youth / Family Ministry” stories within Key 1
As a member, I want intentional, invitational and visible generational (youth and adults) ministries so that
members and visitors can choose to be involved with age-alike people as they affirm their faith and grow in
ministry.
As a participant, I want the strong children and youth programs to continue so that all children can enjoy and the
whole church is strengthened.
As a worshipper, I want strong programs for youth to continue while also seeking ways to meet their deeper needs
so that our youth will have stronger relationships with God and church connections in time of struggle.
As a member, I want not to be forgotten even if I'm a 20- year member with grown children so that I still feel
welcome as I see much of the focus tailored around newcomers and families.
AS a participant, I want to continue to emphasize our family and youth ministry so that we can increase visibility of
youth during worship, offer a viable, safe place for youth to worship.
As a participant, I want the strong children and youth programs to continue so that my children may take
advantage of them and continue to see the church strengthened by these programs.
As a participant, I want the church not to duplicate athletic programs already available so that our church
programs offer a unique, Christ-centered option for families.
As a session member, I want expand Children's ministries from preschool-college so that underserved groups will
benefit.
As a participant, I want a safe, faith-based community where my kids can grow and learn so that the needs of the
community's children are met, and they are exposed to diverse people.
As a worshipper, I want to see more Christian Youth activities through the summer so that my kids have a safe
place to go during the summer.
As a participant, I want the strong children and youth programs to continue so that ALL children may take
advantage of them and continue to see the church strengthened by these programs..
As a member, I want to see a singles/young professional ministry so that my adult children remain
interested/connected to St. Andrew.

Strength to be Added
Key 1 – One-mission Outreach (Add)
Table teams evaluated this key based on the four aspects of the Rating Guide summarized in the below
table.
Rating Guide 1: Service Evangelism / Specific Concrete Missional Objectives
1. One Mission. We have one major and meaningful mission in our community.
2. Focused Outreach. Our one major outreach is focused on life stage, a human need, a common
interest, or a community concern.
3. Concrete help. Our one major outreach delivers concrete, effective help in the community.
4. Legend. Our one major outreach is well known as a legend in the community.
*The definition of Key 1 differed between Callahan and Nel which may have created confusion.
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The categories for the top priorities for Key 1 are:
1. Develop partnerships
2. Teaching Faith Development/Youth Ministries (input aligned with and moved to Key 5)
3. Music & Worship (input aligned with and moved to Key 3)

1. Develop Partnerships
Recommendation M: Develop community partnerships or other outreach as a high priority
(examples: food insecurity, use of the church building)
Recommendation N: Clarify our one-mission outreach
Note: The “blue sheet” information included priorities of worship, faith development, and outreach for
Key #1. The MPT took this information and advanced the football down the field without finalizing a
recommendation for THE one-mission outreach of the church. We recommend continuing to make
progress on this front by clarifying our one-mission outreach.
Selected story:
As a participant, I want to develop partnerships outside of the church so that we can share our
resources, talents, time, and mission with those outside the St. Andrew congregation so we can grow in
Christ.
Selected as priorities for such a mission: Food insecurity, Use of the church building
All “Develop partnership” stories within Key 1
As a participant, I want to develop partnerships outside of the church so that we can share our resources,
talents, time, and MISSION (to be determined) with those outside the SA congregation so we can grow in Christ.
Note: food insecurity was selected as a top example mission.
As a member, I want to continue serving the most vulnerable in our community and building upon those
connections and outreach areas so that they come to know God's love, what it means to be in fellowship and that
they aren't forgotten.
As a participant, I want SAPC to be seen as a community leader in loving outreach through our music, youth,
ministry and service programs so that the community comes to know SAPC as THE place to go when a partnership
needs to be made or a need might be met so that we do not have to advertise because our actions do that for us.
As a neighbor, I want childcare resources for low income nearby neighborhoods when school is out so that there
doesn't have to be a paid babysitter or the children left alone, and there is a safe environment for neighborhood
children.
As a participant, I want to build partnerships with other religious communities so that we can pool resources, build
relationships, increase participation and blur "boundaries.”
As a member, I want to expand our support of local charities so that our mission is lived out in the community.
As a member, I want create community partnerships so that we can demonstrate the caring nature of our
congregation.
As a neighbor, I want activities that serve people outside of SAPC so that we share strengths and needs of
individuals as we serve the Lord.
As a staff member, I want freedom to explore community partnerships so that my ministry reflects God's surprising
love.
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As a recipient, I want more consistency of mission activities in the community so that I can plan and receive
services throughout the year.
As an inactive member, I want opportunities to engage with SAPC through community events so that I can decide
whether to become involved again.
As a recipient, I want a place that contributes to opportunities so that it will lead to growth and development in
the community.
As a neighbor, I want an expanded after school program so that my children and their friends have a Christian
atmosphere where they can grow.
As a participant, I want a focus on food insecurity so that we can contribute to sustaining and feeding our
community.
As a member, I want to explore ways in which SA can develop a housing ministry so that we can help meet the
housing needs of our community.

Other Key 1 Categories (in alphabetical order)
Better Communication (Callahan Key 6)
Building
Training and Recruitment (also informs Key 5)
Understand & Unify around Mission (Callahan Key 6)
For stories related to these categories, see the associated spreadsheet
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PART FIVE: SOME TAGLINE IDEAS FROM THE MPT
Votes Tagline Idea
6
4
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Christ Centered – Community Focused
Connecting Hearts, Renewing Lives
Partnering in God's Surprising Love
Building community, growing hope
Growing our garden of faith with the hands of many generations
Following Jesus for Life
Building community open to the world
Sing so God can hear you
Sous-chefs in God’s kitchen
Nurturing God’s children
Grow. Hope. Feed. People.
We sow seeds of hope
We become stronger when we truly serve others
Building community bridges and cultivating global gardens
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PART SIX: SUGGESTED NEXT STEPS
Recommendation for Approval from Session: Approve and Begin Implementation
We recommend that the Session review and approve the recommendations for each Key (1 – One
Mission Outreach, 3 – Helpful, Stirring Worship, and 5 – Teaching/Faith Development and Youth
Ministry) and then proceed with implementation. There are many implementation processes that could
be taken – we welcome your inquiry.
1. Teams of appropriate staff member(s), volunteers from the planning day, members of existing related
committees and of the MPT, and an on-going member of Session be formed around each of the three
keys identified for growing or adding to our strengths. A team member in conjunction with a staff
member would co-lead to coordinate, consolidate and communicate on-going work. These teams would
start with the individual key recommendations and related stories or table team comments deemed
priorities by the MPT and determine action steps related to the stories.
2. Action steps be written and prioritized by the teams who will be performing the actions. The teams
should state the action steps in a measurable form (Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Realistic, Timelined), with assignments so that we may evaluate our progress.
3. Each team will report to Session, through the co-leaders, on a monthly basis.
4. Session should also instruct the Personnel team to review staff job descriptions to assure that we are
staffing to address the priorities, as recommended and approved by Session. It is important that the
staff view their positions in light of the focus of the congregation, as determined through this planning
process and approved by Session. Staff should also consider ways in which they can adjust their jobs
accordingly. Revisit Key 6 from Callahan in defining decision-making processes.
5. The Pastor Nominating Committee should read and include priorities from the Missional Planning
Team in recruiting a new pastor.
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Appendix A: Participants

Sylvester

Nemo

Pepe

Calvin

Bugs

Shirley Barker
*Rod Sullivan
Kyle Otterbein
Margaret Heidger
Marylu Watkins
Myrna Farraj
**Beth Anne Pigge
Don Van Hulzen
Dave Nicholson
Ginnie Gibson
Rosemary Plapp
Scott Hoffman
Paul Heidger
Melissa Fath
Sue Swearingen
Becky Benson
LeAnn Otterbein
Jeff Charis Carlson
Annie Potter
Joan Van Hulzen
Ken Gibson
Marilyn Holland
Jan Taylor
Ann Ford
Nicole Hoffman
**Doug Wildes
Tim Benson
Matthew Penning

Minnie

Road-Runner

Shaggy

Beauty

Facilitators
ex officio

Becka Simpson
Kathy Duys
Randy Hausler
Kathi Anderson
* **Cecilia Norris
Joy Short
Katherine Habley
Dave DeGroot
Chris Charis Donelson
Phil Holland
Dave Watkins
Toni Van Voorhis
Bruce Walker
Laura Kastens
Mary Beth Ross
Gene Dierking
Wes Habley
Tom Wolthuis
*Deb Wretman
Julie Lavely
Nancy Prall
Karen
Twila Finkelstein
Peggy Hausler
*Danie DeBeer
*Dan Steele
*Dawn Wolthuis

Total: 55 people participated in the planning. Names that appear in BOLD volunteered to be part of the
Missional Planning Team to represent their table. Names with an * made up the Leadership Team.
**Session members
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Appendix B: Alternative Vision Statement Wording
The MPT voted to include the Vision statement wording as shown in PART TWO: VISION OVERVIEW and
to include some identified alternatives in this appendix.
#1: All are welcome in our church family—joyful and healing, faithful and questioning, new and
returning. We love to worship with music and singing. We are learning to follow Jesus Christ for
life. We focus outward on our community and service to others.
#2: We welcome all into the fellowship of our church, loving, learning, laughing, and living in harmony
together. We devote ourselves to engaging and impacting one another and others, believing that Jesus
himself set an example of service and that we’ve been given the responsibility to follow it. We see our
focus not as inward, but outward towards service to God and community.
#3: We welcome all into the fellowship of our church, family-loving, learning, laughing, and living in
harmony together. We devote ourselves to engaging and impacting one another and others, believing
that Jesus himself set an example of service and that we’ve been given the responsibility to follow it.10
We see our focus not as inward, but outward towards service to God and community. [Note: a reworded
version of this one was selected as the draft of a vision statement on page 6]
#4 We welcome all into the fellowship of our church, to grow in faith, learning, loving, laughing and
living in harmony together. We commit to living in community, believing Jesus set an example......
#5 We welcome all people into the fellowship of St. Andrew. We devote ourselves to engaging and
impacting one another and our community. We believe that Jesus himself set an example of service and
that we’ve been given the responsibility to follow it. Our focus is outward to serve God and community,
while learning. Laughing and living in harmony together.
#6 Fellowship with all people while following Jesus’ model of community service.

10

With unabashed thanks to Mars Hill Church (Grandville, MI) and Saddleback Church (Lake Forest, CA) for parts of
their vision statements. https://churchrelevance.com/30-church-vision-statements-examples/. 5/6/19
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